Improvement of the detection of neurodegenerative Alzheimer's disease through a specific surface chemistry applied onto the inner surface of the titration well.
The main objective of this paper was to illustrate the enhancement of the sensitivity of the ELISA titration of Tau proteins while reducing other non-specific adsorptions that could increase the optical densities and could lead to false positives. This goal was obtained thanks to the association of cold plasma and wet chemistries of the inner surface of the titration well. The PP surface was cold plasma-activated, then coated with different amphiphilic molecules bearing either ionic charges and/or long hydrocarbon chains. The support treated and coated with hexatrimethylammonium bromide improves the signal detection of proteins while reducing the background due to non-specific associations of biomolecules such as hyperphosphorylated Tau protein. However, coating with 3-butenylamine hydrochloride could also be suitable.